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Abstract

The target strength (TS) is calculated from the measured signal using the definition of the peak TS (PTS) or the integrated TS 

(ITS). These two types of TS sometimes give different results depending on what the pulse duration is. In this paper, we model 

the scattered time signal by the numerical code based on the physical diffraction theory and examine the effect of the pulse duration 

on the value of PTS or ITS. The transformed TS (TTS) for the frequency domain is xised as a reference solution.
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I. Introduction

The target strength (TS) is defined as the log

arithm of the ratio of the scattered intensity to the 

incident intensity, while the spreading loss is eli

minated [1]. Most of the existing numerical codes 

[2-4] calculate 나比 TS (the transformed TS, TTS) 

in the frequency domain on the assumption that the 

incident wave field is a monochromatic plane wave. 

However, in the real world, the TS can only be 

estimated from the time scattered signal with a finite 

pulse length. Two practical techniques to measure 

the TS are the peak TS (PTS) and the integrated TS 

(ITS) [5]. They use either the peak pressure of the 

incident and scattered pulses or their total integrated 

energies. Unfortunately, these two TS do not always 

produce the same result.

In case when long duration incident pulse with a
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narrow bandwidth is employed, it is known that the 

PTS and ITS are equivalent to each other [5]. But, 

in practice, many researchers would be often faced 

with the experimental environments where long 

pulse may not be used, such as acoustic experi

ments in a sm거 11 tank. Then, determining the proper 

pulse duration and estimation technique becomes 

important in order to provide a consistent and mea

ningful TS measure.

In this paper, we examine the effects of the incident 

pulse duration on the calculation of the TS. First, the 

scattered signals are synthesized with the numerical 

scattering model based on the physical diffraction 

theory. From the synthetic signals, two kinds of TS 

are respectively estimated and compared with the 

transformed TS.

In Sec. II, we describe the numerical scattering 

model used in the experiment. The definition of two 

types of TS is provided in Sec. III. Numerical results 

are presented and discussed in Sec. IV. Sec. V is a 

conclusion.
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II. Numeric시 Mod이

A few numerical methods exist for the computation 

of target scattering [6]. Although the general methods 

such as finite differ•안nee method and boundary element 

method have been developed, these methods suffer 

from computational burden that they have the diffic니Ity 

of mcxieling the real environment. Therefore, the asym™ 

ptotic methods are more usef냞 1 at a limited range of 

frequency. In this study, we 니se the numerical model 

based on the physical theory of diffraction (PTD) 

[7]. The PTD developed by Ufimtsev is the most 

advanced asymptotic method, remedying singularities 

of the classical ray method.

Asymptotically, at mid-high frequency range, the 

scattered fi이d px is divided into two physical terms 

as follows：

PS=Pray+Pdlff (1)

where Pray and Pd苗 represent th엿 r언fleeted ray and 

the diffraction part.

Direct calculation of Eq. (1) is not easy, since the 

reflected ray may have singularities such as caustics 

and diffraction components that are given by complex 

integral or infinite asymptotic series.

These difficulties were first solved by Ufimtsev. 

He removed the singularity of the ray through the 

integral approach with the Kirchhoff assumption where 

the complexity of the diffraction component was sim

plified using the method of canonical problems for a 

wedge.

By Ufimtsev s idea, Eq. (1) is rewritten as

PS=(Pray+PK_ _diff diff )二 PKirchhoff + PpTD^diff .

(2)

vdiere 如_砌 represents the diffraction term of Kirchhoff 

integral, Pke麻磷 *(0呵 * Pk〜倾)and PpTbyiff = (Pdy/ ~ 

PK 顿).

When the incident spherical wave impinges on the 

impedance polygon within the unbounded acoustic 

medium as shown in Fig. 1, we derive the following 

formulae for two final terms of Eq. (2).

e，*°岛［（瓦+f） + R（切（W-S）］万 

Pg頤（F lb _（4行Ir$Rr w2 （）

力矿加岫쁘畠e씨5。, 

f=l z

where R((y) is plane wave reflection coefficient, n 

is total number of vertices of the polygon facet, Rr 
is vector drawn from the origin of a facet to field 

point, Rs is vector drawn from source point to the 

origin of a facet,瓦=尾/|凡1 is unit vector drawn 

from the origin of a facet to field point, < = /1 Rs \ 

is unit vector drawn from source point to the origin 

of a facet,万 is unit normal vector to the facet, 

■w = ^-Rn, i처J而〉侦 , w is the length of the projection 

w onto the facet, & is the vector from the origin of 

a facet to i th vertex, and bi =aM -a- with 布=4.

I I
Pm站将方)=孚京£広回+前。))玲

(4)
_ w-b e"瞞gQ

-(1 - R ㈣預? ]sitic 代一厂"—,

Z 皿K對

where 죠宛 is the distance betw®언n source point and 

the center of the i-th edge, 电 is the distance between

Fig. L Definition of the vectors for a polygon target.
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field point and the center of the i-th edge, and 代⑴ 

and F? are the 3D diffraction coefficients of Ufimtsev.

The precise derivation of Eq. (3) is referred to the 

works of Gordon [8] and Lee and Seong [9]. The 

details of Eq. (4) will be presented in a future paper.

Thus, if an arbitrary 3D target is divided into poly

gons, the target scattering field can be calculated 

using Eqs. (2)-(4). Then, the scattered time signal 

can be transformed from the target scattering field 

using Fourier transform as follows.

如)=土膈"*“" (5)

where s(O is a source function.

III. Three Kinds of Target Strength Definition

When obtaining TS from the measured signal, two 

kinds of definitions are widely used. One is PTS 

defined as the ratio between the peak scattered 

signal and the peak incident signal as follows [5].

TSp = 101og10 (max[^2(0]/max[/>2(0]) . (6)

Another is ITS defined as the ratio between the 

time integrated scattered and incident signal as follows.

IV. Results and Discussion

We use an example to illustrate how the PTS and 

ITS depend on the signal pulse duration employed. 

In the illustrative example, a rectangular steel plate 

of 0.2 mX0.2 m is used as the target to simulate the 

scattered signal. The distance of the mono-static 

sonar and the target is 3 m. The sinusoidal pulse is 

chosen as the source pulse. The center frequency of 

the pulse is 134 kHz and two durations of 5 (short) 

and 100 (long) cycles are employed. The water sound 

speed is 1500 m/s and no absorption is considered.

For the modeling, the rectangular target is divided 

into 12 sub-surfaces to consider the near-field effect. 

The numerical calculation is performed by Eqs. (2)- 

(5) with 4096 time samples and the sampling fre

quency of 1.34 MHz.

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the normalized scattered 

signals for the pulse durations of 5 and 100 cycles. 

The mono—static sonar moves along the elevation 

angle from the x-axis when the edges of target plate 

are set parallel to x and y axis, respectively. As 

shown in Fig. 2, there occur two highlight points at 

two edges parallel to the y-axis.

For these figures, we can confirm two natural characte - 

ristics of the target scattered signal. First, the pulse 

length of the scattered signal changes as the distances 

between the sonar and the target edges vary due to

TS： = 10喝呼2(浪/"(/씨 . ⑺

Here, t is the pulse length.

Besides above two definitions, the other TS fre

quently employed is the transformed TS defined as,

ra,=ioiog10(^(«)/p,2(«)). (8)

We note that Eqs. (7) and (8) mathematically should 

show same results for an ideal case, such as the 

incident source with a narrow bandwidth.

Fig. 2. The normalized scattered time signal for the elevation 

angle with the incident pulse duration of 5 cycles.
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티。3. The normalized scattered tim은 signal for the elevation 

angle with the incident pulse duration of 100 cycles.

different source location. Second, if the incident pulse 

duration is short, the total signals from each highlight 

points do not exhibit ' steady state.

In Fig. 4, we compare the transformed and peak TS 

for the p냐Ise duration of 5 and 100 cycles. Near the 

main lobe (maximum target strength), two results for 

5 and 100 cycles show very similar pattern. This is 

because the time difference between highlight points 

is very small near the main lobe so that the scattered 

signals rapidly reach the steady state condition.. However, 

as the time difference becomes larger away from the 

main lobe, the result for 5 cycles shows more de

viation from the transformed TS. Th언 result for 100 

cycles seems to be similar to the transformed TS for 

most of elevation angles with a slight deviation ob

served for few angles. This is b인the peak point 

of the scattered signal occasionally appears in the 

instantaneous interval of time signal, not the steady 

state interval as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A method 

to s이ve this problem is to eliminate the instantaneG나s 

interval by the time—windowing before picking up 

the peak point.

In Fig. 5, we plot the results for the integrated TS. 

Similar to the peak TS case, the result for 5 cycles 

match the transformed TS only near the main lobe. 

The result for 100 cycles is equal to the transformed 

TS in all elevation angles and more accurate than the 

peak TS of 100 cycles in Fig. 4. This is eas가y 여x- 

plained by Parsevafs theorem for narrowband signal.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the peak TS and the transformed TS.

TS.

V. Conclusion

In order to examine the effect of the incident pulse 

length on the calculation of the TS, we model the 

scattered time signal by the num언ricai tool based on 

the PTD and estimate the TS by the two methods 

(the peak and integrated TS).

For the scattered signal of the non-steady state, 

both the peak and integrated TS do not match the 

transformed TS. This is because non-steady signal 

does not exhibit all interference patterns from every 

highlight points. That means the PTS of non-steady 

scattered signal does not necessarily equal the total 

TS of the global target b냐t a part of it.

Wlien the incident pulse duration is sufficiently long 
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such that the scattered signal becomes steady, the 

peak and integrated TS show coincidence with the 

transformed TS. In our example, the integrated TS 

gave better result than the peak TS. Degeneration of 

the peak TS occurs when the peak of instantaneous 

interval is larger than that of steady state interval, 

such as the destructive interference among highlight 

points. This difficulty may be solved by applying 

time-windowing before picking up the peak.

Although we only studied the effect of pulse length 

in this paper, the SNR (signal to noise ration), pulse 

type, and pulse bandwidth are important parameters 

affecting the performance of the TS estimation. More 

general analysis will be required as future works.
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